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Spin polarization and barrier-oxidation effects at the Co/alumina interface
in magnetic tunnel junctions
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S. Ladak and R. J. Hicken
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The electronic structure and polarization in magnetic tunnel junctions prepared with varying degrees
of barrier-layer oxidation have been studied using x-ray absorption spectroscopy across the CoL2,3

absorption edges. It was found that the Co electronic structure near the Co/alumina interface tended
to that of cobalt oxide as the barrier oxidation time was increased. However, the net Co 3d spin
polarization, determined from x-ray magnetic circular dichroism, increased for moderate oxidation
times compared to that obtained for an under-oxidized Co/Al interface. It is proposed that the
expected dilution of the measured polarization due to the formation of(room temperature)
paramagnetic cobalt oxide, is offset by an increase in the Co 3d spin-polarization of the interface
layer as the interface bonding changes from Co–Al to Co–O with increasing oxidation times. ©
2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1812383]

Since the first observation of larges.10%d room-
temperature(RT) tunneling magnetoresistance(TMR) effects
in magnetic tunnel junctions(MTJs),1 there has been consid-
erable interest in understanding the factors that control the
degree of tunneling spin-polarization(TSP) in these struc-
tures, with particular regard to potential applications in the
areas of spintronics and magnetic recording. Although it is
now well established that the sign and magnitude of the TSP
does not depend only on the bulk spin polarization of the
ferromagnet, the relative influence of contributing factors
such as evanescent barrier states, interface bonding, and in-
sulator disorder, is still a matter for rigorous investigation.2

In particular, in order to explain the positive TSP measured
in Co/Alumina based MTJs,3 many theories point to the im-
portance of the spin-polarized Co/alumina interface states
and their different decay lengths within the barrier.4,5 First-
principles calculations have indicated that the formation of
Co–O interfacial bonds leads to an induced O interface mo-
ment of 0.07mB/atom without quenching the Co interface
polarization.6 This is a result of the bonding between the
exchange splitd orbitals of Co andp orbitals of O. However,
no such interfacial moment on barrier-layer atoms(either O
or Al) was predicted when Co–Al interfacial bonds were
considered. In this case the Co interface moments were re-
duced below the bulk value due to charge transfer from the
interfacial Al atoms to the Co minority 3d band.

The above-mentioned calculations indicate that the for-
mation of Co–O interface bonds is crucial for mediating
spin-polarized tunneling in Co/alumina based junctions, via
spin-polarized interface states. The nature of the interface
bonding will be influenced by the preparation conditions for
the alumina barrier, which have a pronounced effect on the
TMR.7,8 For under-oxidized barriers(short oxidation times),
in which there is a prevalence of Co–Al interface bonds, the
TMR is found to be poor. However, lengthy barrier oxidation
times also lead to low TMR values despite an expected abun-

dance of Co–O interface bonds.7,8 In this case it is thought
that the formation of RT paramagnetic CoO or Co3O4 at the
interface leads to the loss of electron spin polarization in the
ferromagnet. In fact several recent studies using x-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy(XAS) have confirmed the formation
of cobalt oxide in cobalt layers covered by thin alumina
layers.9,10 In this letter we investigate the role of barrier oxi-
dation time on interface polarization and TMR in MTJs, uti-
lizing XAS techniques to explore both the electronic and
magnetic structure of Co atoms near the Co/alumina inter-
face.

MTJs were prepared using a combination of magnetron
sputtering and plasma oxidation, described in detail
elsewhere.11 Two nominally identical junctions were formed
in each sample on polished quartz substrates with the layer
sequence SiO2/Ni81Fe19s80 Åd /Cos20 Åd /Al s20 Å+plasma
oxidation forX seconds)/ Ni18Fe19s100 Åd /Cus30 Åd. A se-
ries of MTJs was obtained withX varied as 0, 100, 300, and
600 s. For the 0 s sample, onlyex situnatural oxidation of
the barrier in air could occur and this sample can thus be
considered as the limiting under-oxidized junction.

XAS measurements were performed across the CoL2,3
absorption edges using 85% circularly polarized x rays on
beamline 1.1 at the SRS, Daresbury Laboratory. The x-ray
beam was incident on the lower NiFe/Co electrode covered
by the alumina barrier, as shown schematically in the inset of
Fig. 1. Absorption spectra were obtained in total-electron-
yield mode by measuring the drain current via the lower
electrode contact pads. This method enhances the sensitivity
to the Co/alumina interface owing to the limited electron-
escape depth. Additionally, by limiting the thickness of the
Co layer directly beneath the alumina to 20 Å, the interface
region comprises a greater proportion of the measured vol-
ume. The x rays were incident at an angle of 45° with respect
to the sample plane and the x-ray magnetic circular dichro-
ism (XMCD)12 was recorded as the difference in absorption
upon reversing the film saturation magnetization in an exter-
nal field of ±0.6 T parallel to the incident beam. This field
provides an in-plane component far exceeding the saturationa)Electronic mail: n.d.telling@dl.ac.uk
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field for these sampless&10 mTd. Current–voltagesI –Vd
and TMR measurements were obtained from the junctions
using a conventional dc four-point probe technique.

The XAS spectra, obtained by averaging the curves for
the two magnetization configurations, are shown for different
oxidation times in Fig. 1(a). By comparing these spectra with
those from the under-oxidized Co/Al interface(dotted curve)
and a CoO standard,13 a gradual change from metallic cobalt
to cobalt oxide is evident. In particular, two main features are
apparent with increasing oxidation time:(i) a gradual change
in the line shape of the curve toward that of CoO(most
noticeable by the decrease in intensity between theL3 andL2
absorption edges), (ii ) the appearance of a broad shoulder at
,780 eV, just above the mainL3 resonance peak. This latter
feature is likely to be the emergence of the cobalt oxide
multiplet structure, as seen by comparison with the curve
from the CoO standard.

Further evidence of a change from cobalt metallic to
oxide character can be found by examining the integrated
XAS intensities, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The variation in the
shape of these curves reflects the changes in line shape seen
in Fig. 1(a). The branching ratio,B, is defined as
IsL3d / fIsL2d+ IsL3dg, where I is the integrated intensity. Al-
though it is not obvious exactly where to take the end point
of theL3 absorption edge and the start of theL2 edge in these
curves, wherever we set this point in Fig. 1(b), B can be seen
to increase gradually with oxidation time. This is a conse-
quence of the larger 3d spin–orbit interaction in the cobalt
oxide compared to the metal,14 yielding higher values ofB.

In order to probe the magnetic structure of the Co atoms
near the Co/alumina interface, we examined the XMCD in
the absorption spectra. The XAS and corresponding XMCD
curves obtained from the 0 and 600 s junction samples are
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The XAS curves
were normalized to the incident flux and scaled to a unit edge

jump. The intensities shown are corrected for the degree of
polarization and the angle between the magnetization direc-
tion and incident beam. In addition, a linear background was
removed.

It is apparent that, despite significant differences be-
tween the XAS curves in Fig. 1(a), the line shapes of the
XMCD curves in Fig. 2 are very nearly the same. This would
suggest that the interface oxide layer does not contribute to
the XMCD and must therefore have no net magnetic moment
(as expected if either CoO or Co3O4 is formed, which are
both room temperature paramagnets). The XMCD in this
case is thus a measure of theeffectivepolarization of Co
atoms in the interface region, diluted by the presence of co-
balt oxide. In order to quantify the Co spin-polarization as a
function of oxidation time, we applied the magneto-optical
sum rules to the XAS and XMCD intensities integrated over
the absorption edges.15 This analysis yields the spin moment
per hole,ms/nh, wherenh is the total number of 3d holes. In
fact, ms/nh corresponds to the net spin-polarization inte-
grated over the unoccupied Co 3d band16 and can be ex-
tracted from the absorption spectra by following a standard
procedure.12

As it was not possible in this experiment to reduce the
x-ray spot size below the width of the NiFe/Co electrode, a
varying background signal, caused by slight movements of
the incident x-ray beam with time, was also present in the
XAS curves. The resulting error inms/nh was estimated by
applying the sum rules to repeated measurements of the XAS
and XMCD spectra obtained over several beam cycles. The
values obtained(and their estimated error bars) are shown in
Table I, from which it can be seen that the net Co 3d spin-
polarization sms/nhd initially increases with oxidation time
(100 and 300 s), reaching values consistent with previous
measurements on thin Co layers.17 This is contrary to the
expected decrease in the polarization caused by the forma-
tion of cobalt oxide at the interface. Further oxidation( 600 s
junction) leads to a reduction inms/nh compared to interme-
diate oxidation times, although this is less conclusive due to
the significant error bars.

FIG. 1. (a) Co L2,3 XAS as a function of barrier oxidation time(solid lines),
and compared to a Co/Al interface(0 s oxidation time—dotted curve) and a
CoO standard(Ref. 13). (b) Integrated XAS intensity(normalized to unity
above theL2 absorption edge) as a function of oxidation time. The inset
shows schematically the MTJ configuration and geometry for XAS
measurements.

FIG. 2. CoL2,3 XAS measured for the two saturation magnetization direc-
tions (symbols) and the resulting XMCD spectra(solid lines) for (a) the
Co/Al interface (0 s oxidation time) and (b) the 600 s oxidation time
sample. The inset shows an enlargement of the XMCD around theL3 edge.
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These results can be explained by considering the effec-
tive Co spin-polarization, measured by XMCD, to be the
weighted average of the polarization,PI, on the Co interface
atoms bonded to the alumina layer, and the polarization,PN,
of near-interface Co atoms. According to the first-principles
calculations discussed earlier,6 one would expectPI to in-
crease with oxidation time as a greater portion of the inter-
face is transformed from Co–Al bonded to Co–O bonded.
However, over-oxidation of the interface will yield surplus O
atoms that can form an oxide with the near-interface Co at-
oms, thereby reducingPN. Once the interface is saturated
with Co–O bonds, continued barrier oxidation can only lead
to a reduction in the effective Co spin-polarizationsms/nhd as
more of the near-interface Co atoms are incorporated into
CoO or Co3O4.

The values ofms/nh shown in Table I remain high for
oxidation times up to 300 s, suggesting that the interfaces in
these MTJs are not saturated with Co–O bonds at this point.
This oxidation time also corresponds to the maximum in
TMR obtained (Table I). When the oxidation time is in-
creased to 600 s, both the spin-polarization and TMR are
reduced. At this point the reduction inPN caused by oxide
formation must dominate both the effective Co spin polariza-
tion and the TSP. However, it should be noted that whereas
XMCD probes the average polarization of the interface and
near-interface atoms, spin-polarized tunneling will occur
preferentially in regions where the barrier height and width
are most favorable and is thus sensitive to barrier imperfec-
tions. This could account for the low TMR measured in the
100 s sample, despite the high value ofms/nh.

In summary, the electronic and magnetic structure of Co
atoms near the Co/alumina interface in MTJs have been ex-
plored using XAS and XMCD, as a function of barrier oxi-
dation time. It was found that the Co electronic structure

tended to that of cobalt oxide as the barrier oxidation time
increased. However, the effective Co spin polarization mea-
sured by XMCD was found to increase for moderate oxida-
tion times, in contrast to the expected reduction caused by
the formation of paramagnetic cobalt oxide. This reveals an
increase in the spin polarization of the Co interface atoms
when the bonding changes from Co–Al to Co–O, that is
sufficiently large to offset the dilution of the measured Co
spin polarization due to cobalt oxide formation. Although we
have not probed the spin polarization of O interface atoms in
this experiment, our observations of a larger Co spin polar-
ization as the number of Co–O bonds increases is consistent
with theoretical predictions6 for the bonding between ex-
change split Co 3d and O 2p orbitals, and may indeed reflect
the formation of spin-polarized interface states in the barrier
layer. Such states are thought to play a vital role in the
mechanism for spin-polarized tunneling.

The authors are grateful for the support and assistance of
DL staff and in particular Dr. Ian Kirkman during the beam-
time.
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TABLE I. Plasma oxidation times used for the samples studied, measured
TMR ratios, and net Co 3d spin-polarization,ms/nh, determined from the
XAS and XMCD measurements. Errors bars are given in parentheses.

Oxidation time(s)

TMR (%)

mS/nhsmBdJunction 1 Junction 2

0 0 0 0.60(2)
100 0.7(1) 0.5(1) 0.71(3)
300 13.6(1) 11.4(1) 0.74(6)
600 6.8(1) 1.3(1) 0.65(4)
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